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AFCIA Projects: implementation stage

- Bidding process: 28%
- Under Implementation: 48%
- Design Stage: 4%
- Implemented: 20%

AFCIA Projects: regional distribution

- Latin America and the Caribbean: 6 projects
- Asia and the Pacific Region: 8 projects
- Africa: 11 projects
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AFCIA Projects: sector distribution by region

AFCIA Projects: global sector distribution

- Water Energy Food Nexus: 56%
- Digitalization: 40%
- Business and Industry: 4%
Acceleration can include the adaptation of innovations which have been tested in other settings to local / national conditions including through making use of local materials and skills and examining local market and investment conditions as well as support for new innovations that deliver concrete adaptation outcomes.

Enabling environment can include regulations and strategy design, development of incentives, market support, creation of public private partnerships, strengthening of institutional capacities) but also support to technology demonstration and development (research and development, training, development of standards, feasibility analysis, technology demonstration and awareness, etc.)